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Abstract

While many software projects requiring some form
of parallelisation resort to standard synchronisation
mechanisms offered by a programming language or a
standard library of choice, other synchronisation tech-
niques exist. This paper presents predicate-based syn-
chronisation constructs and discusses the possibilities
of their detection and static analysis.

1 Introduction

Modern software is often executed in parallel contexts
and, therefore, requires synchronisation of shared
data. Standard forms of synchronisation include
semaphores provided either by a programming lan-
guage or an extension library, for instance the POSIX
threads library of the programming language C. Apart
from the conventional synchronisation, other mecha-
nisms are also found in applications. One such mech-
anism is predicate-based synchronisation which uses
state variables to achieve mutual exclusion. Auto-
motive software using this technique has been tested.
If the technique is utilised in the analysed software,
possibly intermixed with other synchronisation mech-
anisms, it is quite important to be able to detect all
the synchronised regions when conducting static soft-
ware analysis. This helps reduce the number of falsely
detected synchronisation problems.

2 Predicate-based Synchronisation

Binary semaphores involve atomically accessing mu-
tual exclusion (mutex) variables used as locks regu-
lating the thread execution sequence. The locks are
set before operations on shared data are executed
and released right afterwards. If properly applied,
this mechanism ensures the absence of race condi-
tions [3] so that no more than one writing thread
can access the protected shared data at a time. Un-
like standard semaphores, predicate-based synchroni-
sation uses condition checks to avoid synchronisation
errors.

The basic principle of predicate-based synchronisa-
tion is based on the assumption that access to certain
variables known as state variables is always guaran-
teed to be atomic. While language or library develop-
ers have to provide for standard synchronisation con-

structs that enable race-condition-free access to the
shared variables they protect, it is the task of the ap-
plication developer to ensure that state variables pos-
sess the same capability. Since every state variable
is subject to race conditions, all access operations on
those variables must be atomic. If this condition holds
true state variables can be used to build conflict-free
software in multi-threaded contexts.

Although any atomically accessed variable can po-
tentially be treated as a state variable, two additional
criteria have been defined based on the structure of
the analysed automotive software. Firstly, all state
variables are expected to be global. Secondly, only
enumeration variables are regarded as state variable
candidates.

Predicate-based synchronisation is defined by two
synchronising actions. The first action is similar to
a locking operation in that it can disallow execution
of more than one thread over the region it protects.
Unlike a semaphore, it does not block threads unable
to gain the lock. The first action is expressed as a
comparison between a state variable and a constant
performed in a conditional or looping construct. If the
condition is not met, the protected region is skipped
and the respective thread is allowed to proceed. The
second action is analogous to an unlocking operation
and can be implemented in two distinct ways. One
way is exiting the conditional or looping construct ini-
tiated by the first action. The other is an assignment
of a new value to the state variable under two condi-
tions:

1. The state variable must be the same as the one
used in the corresponding first action.

2. The assignment itself must be conducted within
the respective conditional or looping construct
initiated by the first action.

No modifications of the state variable are allowed
other than those described in the above conditions.
The initialisation of state variables is always per-
formed before entering a multi-threaded context.

The synchronisation principle is based on the fact
that no part of the code can be executed in more than
one thread at a time if it can be guaranteed that the
code parts lie within the contexts requiring differing
values of one or more state variables. It is important



to note that certain compiler optimisations involving
code motion can invalidate the described mechanism
and must therefore be switched off. If it is possible to
prove that any active thread can access each protected
region only if it satisfies a control condition fully dis-
junct with that of any other thread and the conditions
stated in section 2 hold true then all the protected re-
gions are mutually exclusive. An example is shown in
Figure 1.

1 // the global variable

2 long long global = 0;
3 // the enumeration type
4 enum sync {first , second , third};

5 enum sync pred = first;
6

7 void *f1(void *pi){
8 if (pred == first) {

9 global ++;
10 pred = second;
11 // protection is lost here

12 global ++;
13 }

14 }
15

16 void *f2(void *pi){

17 if (pred == second) {
18 global --;

19 pred = third;
20 }

21 }
22

23 void *f3(void *pi){

24 if (pred == third) {
25 global = 0;

26 pred = first;
27 }

28 }

Figure 1: Predicate-based Synchronisation

In the example, the global variable global for
which the target architecture cannot provide atomic
access is modified in three threads that could be made
runnable sporadically. To synchronise the access, an
enumeration type is defined and a variable of the type
is declared. The variable is initialised before the start
of the threads in which it is used. The threads exe-
cute the functions f1 in line 7, f2 in line 16 and f3 in
line 23, each of which contains a condition check on
the state variable pred. The conditions are disjunct,
thus ensuring mutual exclusion until the end of the
condition block or the change of the state variable’s
value. In function f1, the state variable is modified in
line 10. That means that the thread executing func-
tion f2 will no longer be prevented from executing
line 18. Obviously, this also means that the variable
global is no longer protected and a data race exists
between the increment in line 12 and the decrement
in line 18.

The state transitions of the variable pred can be
illustrated using a finite-state machine (FSM). As de-
picted in Figure 2, three transitions between three dif-
ferent states of the state variable are possible. Each
transition is activated by the respective assignment
action in line 10, line 19 and line 26.

first second third
global + + global −−

global = 0

Figure 2: State Variable FSM

3 Synchronisation Analysis

An analysis of predicate-based synchronisation was
specified and implemented as part of the Bauhaus
project [2]. The analysis is implemented as a forward
control flow problem in a monotone iterative frame-
work [1] and comprises two passes. The first pass
is applied to the domain of all global enumeration
variables. The kill sets are defined by assignments to
state variable candidates. The gen-sets, on the other
hand, are specified by true and false edges of con-
trolling nodes involving predicate operations on state
variable candidates. The meet-operation is intersec-
tion. In the second pass, all the candidates violating
the conditions stated in section 2 that are either ac-
cessed directly or may be accessed via pointers are
filtered out. The results of the analysis are merged
with the results of other synchronisation analyses, al-
lowing for improved race condition detection.

4 Analysis Results

By adding predicate-based synchronisation analysis,
we were able to reduce the number of data race warn-
ings by 4% for an embedded control system, reduc-
ing the number of false positives and consequently
the effort necessary to manually evaluate the warn-
ings. Since the FSM-pattern is a natural way to ex-
press the design of many embedded system applica-
tions, software developers can migrate more parts of
the embedded software to the presented FSM-pattern,
ensuring very precise analysis of future revisions.

5 Conclusion

A non-standard synchronisation technique was pre-
sented along with the static analysis of its constructs.
The technique can improve the quality of static syn-
chronisation analyses measurably resulting in fewer
false positives. The viability of the mechanism was
verified in an industrial context, further application is
planned.
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